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1Explaining Presupposition TriggersSummaryThis paper proposes three revisions to the standard view on presupposi-tion: the employment of optimality theory for the defaults and preferenes,the possibility of inaessible anteedents for presupposition resolution and a�ne-grained lassi�ation of presupposition triggers based on the availability ofexpression alternatives and the requirement of the presupposition. The treat-ment deals with some phenomena that have not been addressed by urrentpresupposition theories.1.1 IntrodutionTraditional theories of presupposition treat the phenomenon of presup-position as a uni�ed whole. They an be desribed as uniformly hara-terising the onsequenes for the interpretation of sentenes of a lass oflexial items, syntati onstrutions and intonational phenomena: thepresupposition triggers. There are some minor exeptions: Karttunen(1974) and Karttunen & Peters (1979) disuss the double presupposi-tion of fative attitude verbs. Aording to their proposal, a trigger like\x is glad that " would presuppose both that the omplement is trueand that x believes the omplement. Stalnaker (1973) notes that thefalsity of the presupposition of ertain triggers does not result in theloss of truth value of the assertion as suh. This happens with triggerslike even and too. Aording to Stalnaker's view, a sentene ontain-ing suh partiles an be true, even if the presupposition is false, butit will be infeliitous. In the same paper Stalnaker also observes thatnot all triggers aommodate with the same ease. Van der Sandt (1992)notes in his disussion of anaphori pronouns that while they should beounted as triggers, they still do not aommodate. Zeevat (1992) makesa distintion between a lass of triggers that trigger lexial presupposi-1



2 / Information sharingtions and a lass of triggers that are anaphori, laiming that the �rstlass aommodates as predited by his reonstrution1 of Heim (1983)whereas the seond lass aommodates as Van der Sandt would have it.Gazdar (1979) notes that his generalisation that simplex sentenes witha trigger ourrene entail their presuppositions has exeptions. Theseexeptions are attitude verbs like \be glad that" that in a ontext as in(1) do not entail the truth of their omplement.(1) John thought that Mary had left him. He was glad she had.These di�erenes have however not been treated systematially.Seond, while there is a wide range of default-like devies in thedi�erent presupposition theories, from the satis�able inrementation ofGazdar (1979), the mysterious pragmati strengthening invoked by Kart-tunen (1974) and Beaver (1995) to the \preferenes" of Heim (1983), Vander Sandt (1992) and Geurts (1995), no suessful explanation for thesepreferenes and defaults has been o�ered so far. Third, the treatmentsare uniformly based on a notion of ontext for resolution or satisfationwhere the ontent of the ontext is what the speaker knows (Gazdar(1979)), an information state derived by the previous exhanges Kart-tunen (1974), Heim (1983), Zeevat (1992), Beaver (1995), the ommonground (Stalnaker (1978)) or the old disourse representation struture(Van der Sandt (1992), Geurts (1995), Kamp & Rossdeutsher (1994)).This is a wide range, but it does not inlude inaessible presuppositionsor anteedents of presupposition triggers, suh as suggestions by a thirdparty in the ommon ground or DRS or a possibility introdued by oneof the onversational partners. Yet, these suÆe for liensing the use oftriggers suh as wh-questions, lefts, intonationally marked topi andpartiles suh as too or indeed.This paper tries to make progress in re�ning our understanding ofpresuppositions in these three diretions. First, we redue the preferenesand defaults to optimality theory (OT), a theory that has been suess-fully applied in phonology and syntax, and is urrently �nding more andmore appliations in semantis and pragmatis. Our treatment is an ex-tension of Blutner (2000)'s reformulation of Van der Sandt's theory inOT by the two onstraints:Do Not Aommodate and Strength. Weadd two further (generation) onstraints: Parse Old and Parse Other.The resulting theory is suessful in apturing the defaults, in explaining1Under this speulative reonstrution of Heim, aommodating the presupposi-tion means adding it to all ontexts surrounding the trigger, until a ontext is reahedwhere it auses an inonsisteny. The aommodation onept of Van der Sandt onthe other hand requires only a single addition to the highest ontext to whih it anbe onsistently added.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 3the obligatory ourrene of ertain triggers and in aounting for theabsene of aommodation for a wide range of triggers, inluding pro-nouns, too, indeed and intonationally marked topis. We also developa general aount of the di�erenes between triggers in terms of theirsemanti requirement.1.2 The Partile \Too"The partile too is a good starting point for our disussion. (2) is theexample in Kripke (MS) to show that (at least some) presuppositiontriggers must be taken as anaphors to spei� information in the ontext.If we do not make this assumption, given that millions of people dinein New York every evening, the presupposition is trivial, whih onitswith our intuition about the example, whih says that it an only beused in ertain ontexts.(2) John is having dinner in New York too.But this example has other interesting properties as well. Too is a pre-supposition trigger that does not aommodate (against most theories ofpresupposition that predit the general availability of aommodation asan option). If it would aommodate, then |given the millions that havedinner in New York every evening| the ourrene of the partile \too"would again be allowed in all ontexts sine this aommodation wouldadd only information already true in the ontext. This again onitswith the intuition that \too" only ours in ertain ontexts.Seond, the anteedent need not be a diret ingredient of the ontext.It is suÆient that the other person who has dinner in New York is onlyreported or suggested. E.g. (3)(3) Harry may well stay in New York for dinner.provides a good anteedent. Also (4):(4) Bill believes that Mary will eat in New York.(4) also illustrates a third property: partial resolution. The anteedentonly mentions eating and does not imply that a dinner is involved (alunh or a quik snak would also do). The proess of �nding the an-teedent adds the additional information that Mary will have dinner, atleast aording to Bill. This proess is one of �nding an anteedent thatonly partly meets the spei�ation and of adapting it to beome a fullanteedent.A fourth property of the partile too is that it annot be omittedwhen it has a suitable ourrene in the ontext. When it is omittedthe total disourse beomes strange, though perhaps not always to thesame degree. It an sometimes be replaed by other markers (e.g. also)



4 / Information sharingbut the bare version of the sentene is usually not appropriate if theversion with too is. This is hard to show by just a few examples, onereally needs to go through a substantial body of natural text and try toomit the toos2.All these four properties are unexplained by the best presuppositiontheories on the market (Heim (1983) and Van der Sandt (1992)). Inaes-sible anteedents are out, aommodation is allowed without restrition,partial resolution is ruled out in the two formalisations and the theorieshave nothing to say about the obligatory nature of too.The work of Kamp & Rossdeutsher (1994) on wieder (german: again)is interesting in this onnetion. On the basis of a detailed study ofwieder, they onlude that aommodation is extremely rare and thatpartial (and not full) resolution is the ase that is most frequently found.In an early presentation of this work, Kamp also tended to the view thatthere was something seriously wrong with the reeived view of presup-position. As we shall see, this is not the right onlusion. A theory thatomits the possibility of aommodation and has only partial resolutioninstead will not do as a general theory of presupposition, but, at thesame time, the pattern observed for wieder is typial for the lass of pre-supposing disourse partiles. Like too, wieder marks that the reportedevent or state is not the only one of its kind reported or assumed in theontext, although wieder has the additional ontent that the other en-tity is temporally anterior to the reported one. This additional ontentseems to be responsible for the one di�erene in their presuppositionalbehaviour: wieder does not take inaessible anteedents, suh as sugges-tions or possibilities. I ome bak to this point later on when disussingimmers.1.3 Old MaterialIn order to deal with inaessible anteedents, it seems neessary to allowpropositional and other anteedents that are not in the ommon groundas suh but that are only believed or suggested as possibilities in theommon ground. It may be the speaker who believes the presuppositionor entertains its possibility, but it may also be the hearer or anotherperson to whom beliefs have been attributed in the ommon ground. Itis also not neessary that the attitude is belief or knowledge. Dreams,presentations of plans, desires and possibilities all seem to provide properanteedents for at least some triggers.2My student Tim Kliphuis and later myself have arried out an overview of thiskind for a series of Duth partiles in the text of Multatuli's Max Havelaar, a famous19th entury Duth novel.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 5A orrets his onversation partner B:(5) B: The king of Frane is bald.B:The king of Frane is not bald, Frane is a republi.In her orretion, A presupposes that there is a king of Frane, eventhough she has not the slightest inlination herself to assent to the state-ment that there is suh a person. The natural solution is to think thatthe statement A is orreting, representing B's beliefs only and not theommon ground, supplies the anteedent.The following examples illustrate a wider range of ontexts that anprovide suh anteedents.(6) A: John thinks Mary has gone to Bill's party.B: Carol has gone there too.A: John dreamt that his ar was stolen.B: My ar was stolen too.A: John said that he is going to the onert.B: Bill is going too.A: John thinks that Mary ate the ake.B: It was Bill who ate the ake.A: John suggested that he might ome tonight.B: I will ome too.A: Maybe John will sing tonight.B: I will sing too.The possibility of suh anteedents3 (inaessible is borrowed fromDisourse Representation Theory) appears to have been negleted in themore formal presupposition literature simply beause many of the keytriggers in that literature do not seem to allow suh anteedents. De�nitedesriptions, names, fatives, and lexial presuppositions prima faie donot take suh anteedents at all. Anaphori pronouns learly also belongto this group. But questions, many partiles (but not wieder), lefts andintonationally marked topi typialy do take other anteedents as well.3I have been unable to spot proper referenes for the �rst observations of theseweaker anteedents for presupposition triggers, but the observation is not due to me.I believe they ame up �rst in disussing the presuppositions of intonationally markedtopi and in disussions around the presupposition of questions, but I have not beenable to �nd referenes or to �nd people who knew about them.



6 / Information sharingThe range of attitudes that generate inaessible anteedents is roughly4what Giannakidou (1998) has labelled the veridial ontexts: those thatdo not liense negative polarity items. That lass an be haraterisedin a quasi-logial way as the losure of the simple sentenes under oper-ators that entail the truth of their arguments (e.g. and, neessary) butalso under suh operators as maybe, dream, belief et. At one point,I thought an independent haraterisation ould be developed startingfrom the rather partiular semantis for belief sentenes I developed inZeevat (1996). There the disourse markers of belief sentenes are dis-ourse markers of the DRS that represents the belief sentene and notof the DRS representing its omplement. If this approah ould be gen-eralised to the other operators for whih it seems plausible, the veridialoperators would be just those that put their disourse markers in theontext that surrounds them. Negations and quanti�ers, on the otherhand, blok this outward movement of markers. This may be a orretpoint of view, but as a haraterisation it is not worth muh: it quiteobviously just restates the fat that the omplements of these operatorsgenerate inaessible anteedents. It perhaps reets the intuition thatthe objets and fats of the veridial ontexts are ones that the om-mon ground is ommitted to in some way or other as possibly relevant,without neessarily being ommitted to their proper existene.1.4 Requirements and AnaphoraIf we have a sentene S ontaining a trigger T with a presupposition P ,the presupposition P must be resolved or aommodated. If neither ispossible (usually beause the ontext entails the negation of the presup-position) the sentene annot be properly interpreted, does not de�nea proper update or |in terms of disourse representation theory| thedevelopment algorithm gets stuk. Our old information state (or DRS)is preserved, it just did not get updated.Contrast this with what happens to a proposition p if p j= q andwe try to update an information state � suh that � j= :q with p. Theinterpretation is suessful, a proper update is possible and the DRTdevelopment algorithm does not blok. But we obtain an inonsistentinformation state.This omparison should suÆe to establish that |following Stal-naker and Gazdar (and more reently Geurts)| one annot say thatsimple sentenes S ontaining a trigger presupposing P also entail P . If4There is a onsiderable overlap with the distribution of negative polarity items,but there is not an exat math: e.g. suggest in Modern Greek takes negative polar-ity items. This should not worry us unduly, sine there is a lot of variation in thedistribution of di�erent negative polarity items, also between languages.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 7that were true, it would follow that adding S to an information state �entailing :p would result both in unde�nedness and the empty informa-tion state. What we should rather say |and this insight goes bak toHeim| is that the fat that the simple sentene S has a presuppositionP explains the intuition that S entails P . After all, for all informationstates � that an be updated with S, it holds that �[S℄ j= P . If S justentailed P and S ontains no other triggers it would hold for all � forwhih �[S℄ is de�ned that �[S℄ j= P , whih is lose to the standard wayof de�ning entailment in update semantis. But it is not entailment, aswe saw. The presupposition auses unde�nedness in those ases whereentailment would ause inonsisteny.Generalising this insight, one arrives at the most basi form of thesatisfation theory of presupposition: the trigger has a semantis whihrequires the truth of the presupposition for the update with the trigger tobe de�ned at all. But this theory brings problems that are hard to solve.The �rst is the loality problem. It is hard to see why the satisfationof the requirement should onsist in the presupposition appearing inthe global ontext |whih it mostly does|, when the requirement onlyarises in the loal ontext of the trigger. Muh energy has been devotedon the explanation of this aspet of the satisfation theory, with verylittle result. The seond is the rationality problem. This is the fat that itis often hard to see why the presupposition is required by the semantisof the trigger. Following fairly standard views, names presuppose theexistene of something or somebody bearing that name. Sine namesare often taken to be diretly referential, it is hard to see why the loalontext should require that there is something or somebody bearing thatname: the existene of a referent as suh seems suÆient for the semantiontribution of the trigger in the loal ontext. And, third, there is theidenti�ation problem. The identi�ation of the presupposed material ina higher ontext does not guarantee that the presupposition is loallysatis�ed.We are onfronted with the loality problem almost all the time. In(7), the presupposition is required in the sope of the negation. Yet,there is agreement that most of the time it ends up in the ontext of thesentene itself.(7) John does not regret that Mary left.(7) just does not mean (8) in ontexts that are not ommitted to thefalsity of Mary left.(8) It is not the ase that Mary left and that John regrets that.The rationality problem is perhaps less ontroversially illustrated by



8 / Information sharingStalnaker's observation that \John left too", just ontinues to mean what\John left" means, even if nobody else left. As we saw just now, too hasno nontrivial semantial properties other than presupposing some otherevent of the same type (under ompositional semantis we would haveto represent its semanti ontent as the identity funtion over type t oret).And the identi�ation problem is perhaps best illustrated by onsid-ering propositional attitudes.(9) John believed that Mary regretted that Bill left.(9) presupposes that Bill left |normally. But the fat that Bill leftis no guarantee that Mary believes that and so does not guarantee thatthe presupposition of regret is satis�ed where it matters, i.e. loally, inthe sope of the belief operator.These problems merely underpin the thesis that it does not suÆe tosay that the presupposition is given by the requirement of the semantiontent of the trigger. I want to make a still stronger laim: I want todeny that the requirement is the presupposition. What I want to say isthat sometimes it is, that sometimes the requirement is only a part ofthe presupposition and that sometimes there is no requirement at all.For this we need to make some assumptions about the semanti role ofdi�erent ategories of triggers.I take it that in natural language we sometimes �nd the situation thata prediate only applies to an arrangement of entities that already meetsertain onditions. One an make an analogy here with the preonditionsof ertain ations. For example, it is not possible to post a letter beforeit is written and it is not possible to write a letter if one does not havea pen or a penil and paper. In muh the same way, one an say only ofan adult male that he is a bahelor. This fat plays an important role inour interpretation of sentenes ontaining the word bahelor. If we say(10) about a four-year old(10) Tommy is a bahelor.it will be interpreted metaphorially. Tommy wants to walk to kinder-garten with a di�erent girl every day, maybe. The same happens if wesay (11) about an 18-year old girl:(11) Susanna is a bahelor.Here we may refer to her general lifestyle, or the state of her apart-ment. And Seuren (1988) observes that lexial presuppositions play arole in disambiguation. A bald tyre (unlike duth: een kale band, frenh:un pneu hauve) desribes a tyre that has lost its pro�le, whereas a tree-less mountain in Duth (but not in English or Frenh) an be alled een



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 9kale berg (frenh: *une montagne hauve, english: *a bald mountain).Apparently the word kaal has a di�erent set of presuppositions evokingdi�erent onepts than bald has. And the di�erent readings are seletedby presupposition satisfation. (And it is very likely that the metaphor-ial interpretations due to presupposition violation are responsible forthe emergene of di�erent speialised onepts expressed by the word.)Lexial items that have suh requirements beome presuppositiontriggers presupposing preisely the requirement. The proess of resolu-tion and aommodation is how they manage to meet the requirements.This is harateristi for what are normally alled lexial presuppositiontriggers.The other triggers are di�erent. Referential devies suh as names,pronouns, de�nite desriptions, demonstratives and others supply refer-ents for prediations. The way in whih they do that is by searhing theontext by a variety of riteria. These riteria are their presuppositionsand it is by no means lear that the role these referring expressions playin de�ning the thought expressed by the sentene in whih they ourdepends muh on the ontent of their presuppositions. Kaplan (1989)is largely devoted to showing that many of these expressions are di-retly referential and that their desriptive meaning serves only to �xthe referene and does not enter the proposition they express. Zeevat(2000 to appear) generalises this to all of the referential devies men-tioned, with the possible exeption of some uses of de�nite desriptions.Indeed, it might be argued that these expressions do not have any partof their presupposition as a requirement: the existene presuppositionsstandardly assumed for them an be attributed (as lexial presupposi-tions) to the prediates whose argument plaes they �ll. This, however,is problemati.(12) a. Russell and Strawson argued about the king of Frane.b. Russell and Strawson argued about the father of Jane.While in the �rst ase of (12) the existene presupposition does notemerge as a presupposition of the sentene as a whole, in the seondase, in the absene of information that Jane does not exist or that sheis fatherless, we standardly assume the existene of the objet. Sinethe prediate argue about does not presuppose the existene of its ob-jet, we annot explain the presupposition of (12b.) in this way. It thusseems that we must assume that existene of the referent is required forreferential expressions and explain it as a preondition for a referentialexpression ful�lling its semanti role. Typially, the varied onditionsby whih these expressions searh the ontext are not required for theirsemanti ontribution. Indeed, in the ase of pronouns, deitials and



10 / Information sharingdemonstratives, these onditions do not seem muh like ontents at all:they refer to the position of the referent in the ontext (reent mention,position in the visual �eld, role in the onversation) and do not give anyinherent haraterisation of the objet.It is again lear that the presupposition resolution and aommoda-tion proess is the means by whih the referential expressions ful�ll theirrequirement. But it would be wrong to assume right away that that iswhy they are presupposition triggers. It is rather the other way around:these expressions' primary funtion is to ollet old and given materialfrom the ontext in order to say new things about it. They are primarilyanaphors and it is beause they are anaphors that they have presuppo-sitions and the existene requirement. This ategory an be desribed asthe referential anaphori presupposition triggers.The �nal ategory omprises partiles and intonationally marked top-is. It is usually the ase that the partile or the intonation does not makea ontribution to the truth onditions of the sentene in whih it ours.With a di�erent intonation or without the partile the sentene meansmuh the same. It follows that the trigger plaes no requirement on theontext. The partiles are anaphori devies and basially position thesentene in the ontext. I propose to all this ategory of triggers thenon-referential anaphori triggers.The following table draws some onrete onlusions from the ab-strat onsiderations above.trigger presupposition requirementbahelor(x) adult(x) ^male(x) idemhe salient(x) xthe king king(x) xJohn named(x; john) xregret(x; p) p believe(x; p)know(x; p) p p ^ believe(x; p)too(e) e0; e0 6= e noneagain(s) s0; s0 < s s0What we said is still problemati. If we think in terms of the DRTdevelopment algorithm, any failure of both resolution and aommoda-tion for a presupposition will throw the algorithm into a dead-end street.The di�erene with the pure satisfation theory is that we an in someases unblok the algorithm and end up with an interpretation afterall, i.e. when the requirements are still met. In the ase the presuppo-sition overlaps with the requirement this does not do: debloking thealgorithm after presupposition failure does not do any good: the inter-



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 11pretation results in garbage. A version of the algorithm whih |perhapsafter sending an error message| gives up on the resolution or aom-modation and ontinues with its other work will fail beause of failingthe requirements only. This explains Stalnaker's observation about evenand also.It is my view that requirements are fully given by the presuppositionand the semanti ontent of a trigger. The requirement of the trigger iswhat the presupposition has to ontribute to the semantis of the triggerfor it to arry out its semanti role. I have tried to argue the point thatthere is no other way in whih the trigger's semantis an obtain thatontribution: entailment is just something else. It may be onfusing be-ause we are not used to thinking about the semanti role of e.g. knowor John without the ontribution that their presuppositions make. Butthat is preisely the point: when the requirement is not ful�lled by re-solving or aommodating the presupposition, there is no semanti role.The semantis of triggers an be analysed only by taking them seriouslyas triggers. And in that sense, but in that sense alone, indiating thetrigger's requirement is a task of the lexiographer.The di�erene between presupposition and requirement explains thedi�erent behaviour of triggers with respet to inaessible anteedents.An inaessible anteedent is �ne if its existene and identi�ation suf-�es for meeting the requirement of the trigger in its loal ontext. Thishappens standardly with triggers that lak requirements. An interestingase arises when the requirement is stritly weaker than the presuppo-sition. Some inaessible anteedents are then allowed, but not all ofthem. Compare (13).(13) John believes that p and he regrets that p.Here a resolution to an inaessible anteedent ours and the re-quirement is met. But we do not predit that aommodation of Johnbelieves that p is possible when there is no inaessible anteedent. Thusif (14) ours in isolation, we must still infer that p is true, and not justthat p is believed by John.(14) John regrets that p.On the other hand, (15)(15) John believes that p and he knows that p.allows the same resolution, but this resolution is not suÆient forentailing the requirement. In this ase, the only option left is globalaommodation or global resolution (ombined with loal aommoda-tion).In (16), we see the same phenomenon with names.



12 / Information sharing(16) In the 18th entury, some astronomers assumed the existene of aplanet Vulan within the orbit of Merury and Bill now thinks hehas disovered evidene that Vulan is really there.The inaessible anteedent for Vulan is suÆient for meeting therequirement in the seond ontext if we take it that the assumption of theplanet (and possibly of its name) is part of Bill's beliefs. The existeneof the planet is part of the requirement and is therefore loally entailedby the ourrene of the name. It is, however, not the kind of entailmentthat omes from oneptual relations, like the relation between bahelorand unmarried. It is a presupposition of the expression ful�lling itssemanti role, in this ase providing a referent for a prediation. If theloal existene of Vulan is not given, the ontext has to ontain theinformation that Vulan exists, possibly after aommodation. Only ifthe ontext already has the information that Vulan does not exist, aloal aommodation in Bill's beliefs is possible.Another example is (17).(17) Bill thought that John had �nally solved the problem. The solutionhowever turned out to be mistaken.Here we have a partial resolution to an inaessible anteedent, towhatever Bill thought that John thought was the solution. The require-ment is met by the existene of suh an objet, even though the referentdoes not meet the ondition expressed by the noun in the desription.My earlier example about the king of Frane �nds a similar expla-nation. B denies the existene of the king of Frane and, within thatdenial, the belief of A is suÆient to meet the requirement of the trig-ger. The other examples in the last setion are of partiles that haveno requirement sine they lak a proper semantial ontent. There aresubtle di�erenes between the partiles in their aeptane of inaessi-ble anteedents. Indeed is the partile that seems most willing to takeinaessible anteedents whereas too is muh less gregarious.(18) John dreamt that he failed and indeed he did.(?) John dreamt that Bill went to Spain, and, in fat, he went too.(?) John dreamt that Bill went to Spain but, in fat, he wentinstead.These subtle di�erenes may be treated under the heading of the re-quirement of the partiles involved, thus leading to the view that tooand indeed have some non-trivial semantial ontent. But there areother possibilities. Too but not indeed has another partile with whihit stands in omplementary distribution: instead. If we try to spell outthe ommunalities between instead and too we �nd that they both pre-



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 13suppose another element of the same kind in the ontext. The sentenewith instead impliates that the other element of the same kind doesnot exist, whereas the sentene with too impliates that it exists next tothe urrent element. We an obtain these e�ets by making the (non)-existene of the anteedent part of the presupposition of the partiles.The impliations |if they are not already given by the ontext| arethen a result of a partial resolution. The impliations are learly nota part of the ontent, beause of the example (19), mimiking Heim'sexample.(19) A: My parents think that I won the gold medal for my essay.B: My parents think that I won it instead/too.The di�erenes between the aeptability and obligatoriness of tooversus indeed an perhaps be explained by the failure of ertain envi-ronments to give a good answer for the hoie between too and instead.E.g. a dream that John had an ieream, when we want to report thatBill had an ieream, does not learly make a distintion between nextto and instead of. Notie that the absene of a partile is not a goodalternative either.(20) Mary dreamt that John had an ieream. Bill had one?;/*?too/*?instead.1.5 Optimality TheoryBlutner (2000) was the �rst to notie that the defaults and preferenesthat are so harateristi of presupposition theories an be adequatelyaptured by the soft onstraints and the onstraint ordering of optimal-ity theory. He proposes two onstraints: Do Not Aommodate andStrength, ordered as indiated. The aommodation onstraint pre-vents aommodation when it is not neessary, the strength onstraintprefers the reading of the sentene that gives most information. An abso-lute onstraint of Consisteny an be added to obtain loal aommo-dations, when global ones are not onsistent, though this ould also beexpressed as a demand on the andidate set of updates as in Blutner &J�ager (1999). The system provides a reonstrution and an improvementof the theory of Van der Sandt (1992). The advantages of the OT versionare that it makes aommodation in downward entailing ontexts lesspreferred and that partial resolution is smoothly inorporated.If optimality theory an be applied to presupposition interpretation,it is natural to ask whether it an be applied to the generation of pre-supposition triggers as well. In fat, one might �rst want to be sure thatthe so-alled interpretation priniples are not really generation prini-ples in disguise. But it seems impossible to think of a priniple like Do



14 / Information sharingNot Aommodate as a generation onstraint. Looking at di�erentontexts, we get di�erent interpretations of (21). Yet we do not �nda di�erene in form if we onsider the generation in eah of the inter-pretational possibilities. I.e. all four readings (two resolutions and twoaommodations) of (21) just give us (21).(21) Bill believes that John regrets that Mary left.The best we an do is to say that an intended loal aommodationis bad when the ontext does not yet expliitly rule out global aommo-dation. A onstraint against the use of a trigger in a loal ontext whereits presupposition holds aording to the speaker, but where global a-ommodation is possible but not intended by the speaker would be apossibility. But this would apture only a small part of the e�ets of DoNot Aommodate.The deision to relegate the ommuniation of some ontent to pre-supposition aommodation rather than to a separate prior assertioninvolves onsiderations of eÆieny and even politeness. Though the re-onstrution of these onsiderations plays a role in the interpretationof aommodating examples, their reognition does not seem to be theruial fator: that is the absene of an anteedent. Strength, likewise,is so muh a question of hoosing between possible interpretations that aorresponding generation priniple is hard to imagine. If a weaker read-ing is intended it an only be obtained by buts and howevers. The needfor these buts and howevers seems a onsequene of Strength as aninterpretation priniple.There is a lass of presupposition triggers whih are obligatory inthe sense that if the loal ontext has the appropriate anteedent, thetrigger must our. Intonational marking, disourse partiles, pronouns,another, a di�erent, and some uses of de�nite desriptions all seem tofall into this lass.The basi observation is that (22) normally annot be replaed bythe sentene without too in a ontext where too appears.(22) John is in Spain too.This is familiar from the generation of referential expressions. Thereseems to be a hierarhy of referential devies whih an be seleted onlyif the appliation riteria of the lasses appearing above in the hierarhydo not apply. This is not the plae for a detailed disussion of all of theappliation riteria, but there are at least two relevant priniples thatan be taken from the provisional hierarhy, as given by the table below.NP type seletion onditionreexive -ommand



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 151st or 2nd person pronouns onversation partiipantdemonstratives presene in urrent attention spaeanaphori high saliene through mentionshort de�nites old, dependene on high salientother marking NPs other element of same typelong de�nites new and uniqueinde�nites newGrie (1975) observed that in (23)(23) I saw John in town with a woman.the woman annot be known to be John's wife or his mother, eventhough, stritly speaking, either of them would suÆe for the truth ofthe example. We an also add, on the basis of the hierarhy, that sheis also not the speaker or the hearer, or John herself (if the name Johnould be used for women as well). It an also be assumed that she wasnot mentioned in the disourse before and spei�ally not in the last sen-tene. Grie's two short de�nites should win from the inde�nite, beausein that ase there is dependene on the highly salient John.The �rst priniple we an extrat from the referential hierarhy isthat when some objet or event is already in the ommon ground of theonversation this has to be marked by the hoie of the devie by whihwe refer to it. This is the ase when we look for a referential devie for anobjet that we need to refer to. This an be an old objet or it an be anobjet that belongs to an old objet (it is the restaurant's waiter, one ofthe playing hildren, three of the students in the bar et.). All devies inthe hierarhy ful�ll the priniple exept for long de�nites and inde�nites.I want to all the onstraint ParseOld. It is a parse onstraint beauseit fores the expression of a feature appearing in the input.The seond priniple is that the presene of an old but di�erent ob-jet of the same type must always be marked. This is the business ofanother, a di�erent, too, also and presumably other elements as well.The onstraint is ParseOther. We must assume that these two on-straints are ranked equally in order to explain the ombination of de-vies as in another or the other, this other et. (There is no other meor other you, but they do not seem to be needed).Both onstraints seem to have a primarily psyhologial explanation.If we assume that the pereptual system is biased to the identi�ationof what is similar, then nothing seems more funtional than a ontrolleduse of this bias: inhibit it when neessary and reinfore it when identi�-ations need to our. ParseOld also inreases eÆieny, sine the oldmarking NPs and VPs are generally muh shorter.



16 / Information sharingThe generation onstraints a�et the distribution of triggers: theyfore the use of an item from the relevant lass of triggers when theonditions for its appliation our.One additional remark about ParseOther. Compare (24)(24) Bill ate from the akeJohn did tooand (25)(25) Bill ate from the akeNo, John did. It might seem that the seond example is a lear violation ofParseOther,in fat, too is not even allowed there. But this �ts what the seondspeaker wants to ahieve: his proposal is to remove Bill as a ake-eaterand replaing him by John. This an in some ontexts be marked byinstead, as in (26). (Not neessarily always: the orretion is itself amarker of the instead type.)(26) Bill says that John ate the ake but Harry says that Charles ateit instead.1.6 Blutner's TheoremBlutner (2000) provides the following explanation of the fat that intona-tionally marked topi-fous artiulation gives rise to a non-aommodatablepresupposition. Given an interpretational onstraint Do Not Aom-modate, the use of topi-fous intonation where the presupposition isnot resolvable loses out to the other andidate generations that do notpresuppose: they do not violate the aommodation onstraint. And itis neessary5 to inlude those intonational variants in the andidate setthat do not give rise to the presupposition.The explanation uses a novel way of thinking about the appliation ofoptimality theory to the syntax and interpretation of natural languages.We have both interpretation onstraints and generation onstraints thatsimultaneously apply to pairs of generations and interpretations. A pair< g; i > an be suboptimal even if the interpretation is an optimal inter-pretation of the input, beause there is a g1 that an be interpreted withless violations of the interpretation onstraints. (Similarly, a generationg an be optimal for the interpretation i by the generation priniplesbut fail beause there is a better interpretation i1 than the intended iavailable for g.)5Neessary beause it is impossible to think of any answer to the hard questionwhih alternatives to inlude that would omit the intonational variants.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 17I use Blutner's Theorem for the general priniple: if a trigger ontexthas simple non-triggering expression alternatives with the same meaning,it does not aommodate. The simpliity of the alternative expressionsguarantees that they are onsidered in the optimality ontest so thatBlutner's reasoning applies to them. If the ontext laks a suitable an-teedent and non-presupposing means of expression are available, thepriniple fores us to hoose those means of expression rather than thepresupposing ones, whih would fore an aommodation.The only alternative explanation of non-aommodation of ertaintriggers that I know of is Van der Sandt's. He argued that pronouns donot aommodate beause they lak suÆient semanti ontent. Now itis not lear that this does the job for pronouns. In English, the mor-phology of \her" gives exatly the same semanti ontent as \a femaleperson", whih an be added to the ontext without any problems, likethe even less ontentful \somebody" or \something". But the explana-tion is untenable for partiles like \indeed" in a sentene \indeed p".The presupposition in that ase is \p" itself. If Van der Sandt's explana-tion were extended to \indeed", it would follow that the presuppositionof fative verbs annot be aommodated anymore, sine \John regretsthat p" has exatly the same presupposition as \indeed p".Blutner's theorem is a strong priniple and trying to refute it is a re-warding game. The game is so rewarding that one is sometimes temptedto go to the weaker6 alternative onstraint: Obligatory Triggers DoNot Aommodate. So far neither me nor Blutner nor anybody elsehas ome up with a good optimality theoreti reason why this onstraintshould hold and it is also quite unlear why Blutner's reasoning shouldbe orret in the ase of intonation and fail for presupposition triggers.So I want to stik here to the full strength of Blutner's Theorem anduse it to draw some non-trivial onlusions about the semantis of theapparent ounterexamples.Ourrenes of presupposing partiles are unproblemati. One learlymust take the view that the same sentene without them is an alternativeto them of the required simpliity. This is largely borne out by the fats,though interestingly not entirely. For example, in (27) in the abseneof suitable anteedents, we get, instead of a free aommodation, theinferene that it is the speaker who wants o�ee. This may be partialresolution based on the naturally highly salient speaker or an idiomatifat about too.(27) Context: out of the blue6The alternative onstraint only applies to partiles and other obligatory presup-position triggers and thus avoids the ounterexamples.



18 / Information sharingDo you want o�ee too? (speaker)(??)Do you want o�ee instead?More problemati is the ase of knowledge and belief. It seems thatbelief provides knowledge with a simple non-presupposing expression al-ternative, but knowledge still aommodates as well as any trigger. Ihave to follow here the opinion of most theorists of knowledge that it issimply false that knowledge equals truth plus belief. It is also neessarythat the known fat played an appropriate ausal role in the genesis ofthe belief.A similar ase is the putative ounterexample (Geurts p..) (28).(28) John managed to break the lok.Of ourse managing aommodates well and (28) has the simpleexpression alternative John broke the lok but it now just follows fromBlutner's theorem that they do not mean the same. This ounterexam-ple bites, beause it fores us on the slippery slope of having to laimthat manage to X expresses the subjet's ability to do X , whih X byitself does not express, even though it entails it. Reasoning of this kindis familiar from the literature on metaphors. (29a.) implies (29b.) andinversely but they do not express the same sine the image in (29a.) ismissing in (29b.) It is rahter lear that truth-onditional equivalene isnot a guarantee of identity of meaning and it is psyhologial identitythat is required for the workings of Blutner's theorem.(29) a. Henk blew his top.b. Henk got rather angryThe most interesting ounterexample is provided by the oppositionbetween a(n) and the. There are uses of the that easily aommodate,like: the inventor of eletrial power and there are ases that follow Blut-ner's theorem in being nearly unaommodatable, like the man in (30).(30) The man told me that he was going to get angry.The hoie for a de�nite desription is more omplex than just thehoie between a presupposing and a non-presupposing artile. In fat,it is by no means lear that all uses of de�nite desriptions are presup-posing, ompare e.g. the interpretation of (31) under whih it is false, ina ontext where Bill is married to Jane. (Bill learly ould have preferredto stay a bahelor or to marry another person.)(31) It is neessary that Bill's wife is Jane.Resolving to the global ontext to pik up Jane would lead to atrue interpretation, quite ontrary to intuition. (I am assuming thatneessary is used in the sense where it rules out that things ould have



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 19gone di�erently. Under that operator, the name Jane rigidly refers toJane.)Short de�nite desriptions an meet the requirement of ParseOldboth when they obtain a bridging interpretation and when they areanaphori. In other uses |mostly using long de�nites so that aom-modation is allowed| they reet the speaker's opinion that she hasmanaged to provide suÆient desriptive material to make the refereneunique. In these ases the inde�nite artile is ruled out or extremelymarked. It seems then that the opposition between de�nite and indef-inite artile is a double one: uniqueness versus non-uniqueness when anew entity is involved, as well as old versus new.We may perhaps say that all de�nite desriptions presuppose. Butthey only aommodate when they are unique desriptions. The om-bination of a de�nite artile with a non-unique desription is a triggerthat has the inde�nite artile as a simple expression alternative. Theombination of the de�nite artile with a unique desription does nothave the inde�nite artile as a simple expression alternative. Therefore,only the anaphori and the bridging uses of de�nites fall under Blutner'stheorem.Viewed from the perspetive of the referential hierarhy, this onnetsthe de�nite artile to three parse onstraints: ParseOld, ParseDepen-dent and ParseUnique, with ParseUnique ranked lower than theother two and ParseOld ranked above ParseDependent. In (32), theman is seleted beause pronouns and demonstratives do not apply andthe next possibility in the referential hierarhy is the default old-markerthe.(32) A girl pushing an old man in a wheelhair ame down the path.The man/*he was smoking a igar.He is not possible here beause the anteedent is not an argumentof the main lause and thereby not highly salient. In (33) the waiteris seleted beause it is funtionally related to a highly salient item.Choosing Tim, or a waiter would violate ParseDependent. The waiteris a new referent in the story.(33) We entered the restaurant. The waiter brought us the menu.Finally, in (34) we �nd a ase where the third onstraint applies.(34) The diretor of Tim's shool is organising a meeting.A full disussion of these ases within a serious optimality theoretireonstrution of the referential hierarhy must be deferred to anotherpaper, but it is possible to illustrate what is going on with some OTdiagrams.



20 / Information sharingI am assuming that there are a set of tied onstraints at work inNP-seletion. The relevant ones for the hoie between de�nites and in-de�nites are the following: ParseSalient, ParseAttention, ParseOldand ParseUnique. I am further assuming that pronouns are parsingsaliene and oldness, demonstratives attention and oldness, and the def-inite artile uniqueness and oldness. The problem an be given as gener-ating an NP for a disourse referent x that is a book by the author Anna.We assume a further onstraint FaithInt that marks andidates if theirinterpretation would lead to the assumption of a feature in the inputthat is not there. We also need an eonomy onstraint preferring shorterexpressions and Do Not Aommodate for punishing unresolvableold-marking expressions if we want a fuller treatment.

In the �rst ontext x has just been mentioned and it is now salient.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 21input: x Salient= Attention= Old= Unique > FaithIntitthis *this book * *this book by Anna * *the book *the book by Anna *a book by Anna *The winner is it in this ontext, but this would win if x were inthe entre of visual attention as well, beause of the extra mark that itwould then reeive and the mark that this would lose.The seond ontext we onsider is that the book has been mentionedbefore, but is not urrently salient.input: x Salient= Attention= Old= Unique > FaithIntit *this **this book *this book by Anna *the bookthe book by Annaa book by Anna *The winner is now the book (by eonomy) but would be replaed bythis book if it were the ase that the book is also in the entre of thevisual �eld.In the third ontext, the book is neither old nor in the visual �eld.It is moreover true in the ontext that Anna has written a single bookonly.input: x Salient= Attention= Old= Unique > FaithIntit *this **this book *this book by Anna *the bookthe book by Annaa book by Anna *Do Not Aommodate now deides for the book by Anna, beausethe book is not resolvable either in the ontext of the onversation (it is



22 / Information sharingnot old) or in the general ontext (there are many books).And the fourth ontext is one where Anna is a proli� author. Againthe book is new.input: x Salient= Attention= Old= Unique > FaithIntit *this **this book *this book by Anna *the book *the book by Anna *a book by AnnaThe de�nite desriptions fail beause they give the feature Old orUnique, whih are not features of the input. Alternatively, they an beruled out by Do Not Aommodate. So the winner is a book by Anna.I am giving these diagrams with a great deal of hesitation, beause Ithink the preise treatment of NP seletion needs muh more work andI am aware of quite a number of problems with the present treatment.These diagrams are only meant to illustrate the approah I am tenta-tively adopting in this paper to underpin my treatment of presuppositiontriggers. What they do bring out, I hope, is that the idea of a doublefuntion of de�nite desriptions does not foribly lead to the view thatthe de�nite artile is ambiguous. The artile marks two di�erent featureswhih guide us to a orret resolution or aommodation. Apart fromthat funtion, the de�nite artile has no proper semanti ontent.1.7 Inderdaad toh wel immersThe theory I have been skething in the setions above o�ers a good basisfor the study of disourse partiles. The title of this setion is formed byfour Duth partiles7.They typially aompany assertions that ame up earlier in the on-versation. In this situation |shematially| we an distinguish fourdi�erent ases: +S +H , +S �H , �S +H and �S �H , depending onthe attitude of the speaker and the hearer towards the statement8. Thespeaker and hearer an agree that the statement is true, the speakeran support it while the hearer is against it, the speaker an oppose the7inderdaad is equivalent to indeed, the others lak a lear English ounterpart.Wel an be rendered by emphati do, toh is sometimes after all and immers anmostly be rendered by as you know.8Neutrality is atypial. One would expet parties to reat to eah others' state-ments.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 23hearer's opinion that the statement is true and, �nally, they an agreethat it is false. All four ases are exeptions to Stalnaker 1978's theoryof assertion whih requires of assertions that they be both informativeand onsistent with the ommon ground at the point of the assertion.+S;+H and �S;�H are straightforward violations, but the other twogo against the spirit of the approah as well. �S;+H and +S;�H makethe proposal that the assertion be ommon ground inonsistent withthe ommon ground as it was developed so far. So in all four ases, thestatement is not a proper assertion.The following is a natural orrelation. +S + H immers, +S � Hwel, �S+H inderdaad, �S�H toh. My �rst hypothesis was that thepartiles in fat mark the abnormal assertions for their partiular kindof abnormality. But this is easily shown to be false: the four partilesan be used all at the same time as in (35).(35) Jan is toh inderdaad immers wel gekomen.As you know, John DID indeed ome after all.If we look at more examples, we see that the distribution is not de-termined by the four onversational situations: the partiles have a farwider distribution.Muh better is the following analysis: wel p triggers :p and thehigh saliene of :p (salient(:p)). Toh p (in one important reading)triggers : p, without the high saliene. Inderdaad p triggers p and sodoes immers p.Immers is speial beause it also indiates that the most salientstatement is true beause of p. An immers statement is normally an ar-gument for the statement that omes immediately before it. This givesimmers a requirement that puts it in the same ontext as the moti-vated statement: normally the global ontext, i.e. the ommon ground.A proposition that is not ommon ground annot justify why anotherproposition should be in the ommon ground. This makes immers uniqueamong the four partiles in not taking inaessible anteedents andin having an unproblemati relation with the Stalnaker onditions: animmers sentene an only be used when the ommon ground does notyet ontain the ausal or evidential onnetion it expresses. The fatthat immers is obligatory for expressing a ausal or evidential onne-tion from a ommon-ground item to a ommon ground item, even whenother ausal markers are around, leads to the following urious fat: apresupposition trigger ourrene that annot resolve.(36) Omdat Piet naar huis ging, kon hij niet meehelpen.Beause Piet went home, he ould not help.



24 / Information sharingOmdat is a presupposition trigger like its English ounterpart beause.Yet, when it is resolvable to the ommon ground, the sentene would re-quire an ourrene of immers. So it follows that the presupposition ofomdat annot resolve without the presene of immers and must there-fore aommodate9.Immers laks inaessible anteedents for the same reason as again:its semanti ontent relates the urrent lause to an earlier one.Wel, toh and inderdaad presuppose the negation, the falsity andthe truth of the lause they mark. Wel does that over a short distaneonly: there must be a relation of parallelism between the negation andthe ourrene of wel. But unlike immers, they also take inaessibleanteedents. The speaker's beliefs, the hearer's beliefs, and suggestionsby any other party all provide good anteedents, as is shown in (37).(37) Jan droomde dat hij het tentamen niet gehaald had, maar hij iswel geslaagd.John dreamt that he did not pass the exam, but he made it all-right.Jan daht dat hij het tentamen niet zou halen, maar hij is tohgeslaagd.John thought that he would not pass the exam, but he made itallright.Jan droomde dat hij het tentamen niet zou halen, en hij is inder-daad gezakt.John dreamt that he would not pass the exam, and indeed hefailed.This means that our initial hypothesis is just a speial ase. Apartfrom immers, there is no marker that speialises in a ombination of aspeaker and a hearer attitude. The other partiles an be used in theindiated ombination of attitudes, but that is not a requirement fortheir use at all.Combining things, we an indeed ome up with a ontext that om-bines the use of the four items at the same time, as in (38).9In an earlier paper, Zeevat 1997, I laimed that the inde�nite artile was atrigger whih obligatorily aommodates, and supported this by the analogy to Latinand Russian that do not have the grammatial obligation of putting an artile. Thebehaviour of inde�nites an in the urrent ontext be haraterised by letting them bepresupposing without marking the referent as old. This, by the priniple ParseOld,entails that they annot be resolved: if they were, they would be replaed by an old-marker suh as the de�nite artile. Bare Latin or Russian NPs behave like normalpresupposition triggers beause these languages lak the de�nite artile as an old-marker. Other ases of non-resolving triggers an be obtained by giving the lexialmaterial of the presupposition of a trigger the intonation that indiates they are newmaterial.



Explaining Presupposition Triggers / 25(38) We weten dat Jan thuis is. Ik begrijp niet waarom Piet beweertdat Jan er niet is want hij is immers inderdaad toh wel thuis.We know that Jan is home. I do not understand why Piet laimsthat Jan is not there, beause as you know, he IS indeed at homeallright.There are many issues that must remain undisussed in this setion.Whih lass of partiles an be treated as presupposition triggers tak-ing inaessible anteedents? Does the treatment over all uses of toh,inderdaad, wel and immers? These questions are diÆult and have tobe deferred to another paper10.1.8 Classifying TriggersI laim that triggers are fully determined when three properties areknown: what they presuppose, what they require from their presupposi-tion and whether they have a simple expression alternative.The answer to the �rst two questions determines to what extentthe trigger an take inaessible anteedents. The answer to the thirdquestion determines whether or not they an aommodate. In addition,there are generation onstraints responsible for obligatory ourreneand the absene of obligatory old-markers (or new marking) may forenon-resolving readings of ertain triggers.trigger presupp. requir. ina. oblig. resol. aom.the1 N x;N(x) x some yes yes nothe2 N x;N(x) 9!xNx no no yes yesa(n) N x;N(x) x no no no yesregret p p Bp some no yes yesbahelor(x) man(x) man(x) no no yes yesmanage to X diÆult(X) none no no yes yesbeause p p p no no yes yesomdat p p p no no no yesomdat immers pp p no yes yes noknow p p p,Bp no no yes yesdestressed X X none yes yes yes notoo(S(x)) S(y) none yes yes yes noinstead(S(x)) S(y) none yes yes yes nowieder(X(e)) X(e0) e0 < e no yes yes noinderdaad p p none yes yes yes nowel p :p none yes yes yes notoh p :p none yes yes yes no10A more extended treatment of these partiles an be found in Zeevat (to appear)



26 / Information sharingimmers p p; salient(q) reason(p; q)no yes yes noThis table lists the trigger, its presupposition, its requirement, takingof inaessible anteedents, obligatory ourrene of the trigger, whetherit resolves or not and �nally whether it aommodates or not. In thetable destressed stands for intonationally marked topi, the olumnsresolving and aommodating indiate whether the trigger's presuppo-sition an be handled by resolution or aommodation respetively. Thetheories of Heim and Van der Sandt posit the identity of the presuppo-sition and the requirement and put the last two olumns uniformly toyes. They have nothing to say about the variation in the fourth and �ftholumn.1.9 ConlusionI have presented the outlines of a presupposition theory that is morelinguistially inspired than the standard theories and that is a good toolfor understanding of those triggers that are only marginally onsideredin traditional theories, like disourse partiles and intonationally markedtopi. Further researh is needed to determine the potential of this ap-proah to other disourse partiles. A full formalisation is feasible forthe urrent approah, but has not yet been arried out. Blutner's the-orem and the urious behaviour of immers seem beautiful illustrationsof Saussure's view that the semantis of a natural language is partlydetermined by its inventory of items.Author's address Henk ZeevatComputational LinguistisSpuistraat 1341012 VB Amsterdamemail: henk.zeevat�hum.uva.nlAknowledgmentI wish to thank Antje Rossdeutsher and Robert van Rooy for talkingme out of the onfused state of mind whih started this paper, ReinhardBlutner and Rob van der Sandt for their enouragement and ritial om-ments, Bart Geurts, David Beaver, Irene Heim and an anonymous re-viewer for valuable and valid objetions and Anna Pilatova for ritiallyreading my last version. And Jennifer Spenader for some last minuteorretions. All errors are my own.
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